Paradise Warrior Retreat
Part fantasy camp, part training seminar, the Paradise
Warrior retreat will be bringing Elite coaches, legend
fighters and world champions, together with local fighters
and fight fans, on a coast to coast Tour throughout the US.
The first three days event in Dana Point, ca, starting
on March13, will be sponsored by the US army who will be
bringing a unit of their new recruits to train with the top best
five coaches of the best five camps who produced the most
champions and MMA Legends.
The trainers on the Tour will be Greg Jackson of New
Mexico (the coach of world champions George ST. Pierre
and Rashad Evans), Mark Dellagrotte from Boston (the
coach of UFC elite fighters Kenny Florian, Marcus Davis
and Patrick Cote), Ricardo Liborio, from American Top
Team camp in Florida ( the Coach of world champion Mike
Brown and UFC top competitor Thaigo Alvez, Shawn
Tompkins from Xtreme Cotoure in Vegas (the coach of
UFC legends Randy Cotoure and Vitor Belfort and Dave
Camarillo from the American Kick Boxing academy in San
Jose (the coach of UFC elite fighters Jon Fitch, Josh
Koschek and Mike Swick).
The Tour will be going through five major US cities, starting
March 13 in Dana Point and continue in five consecutive
weekends through Westminster, Colorado, Boston, Chicago
and coming to an end in Miami Beach Florida, on April 12.

The paradise has been putting on seminars throughout the US
and Canada since 2004 and has featured among its
instructors some of the top names in the MMA world, such as,
Chuck Liddell, Matt Hughes, BJ Penn, Matt Serra, Dan
Henderson, Cung Le, Sobral Babalu and many more.
The Paradise Warrior Retreat is unlike any other seminar or
training facility in the world. It is the only camp where you can
train under the same roof with MMA Legends, eat with them,
party with them and be their friend.
This personal environment allowing interaction with the
instructors is part of what has made this event popular with
everyone from aspiring professional fighters, to weekends
warriors, to fight fans, simply looking to be around their
heroes.
For more information about the paradise Warrior Retreat
visit their website at: www.paradisewarriorretreat.com
Or call at 1-877-PWR-1001 818-822-3003

